The class of all pairs (F,G) as defined above is denoted by A. This class was intensely investigated in the work of J.A.Hummel and M.Schiffer [2J, and class close to those belonging to the class A were examined by A.Seiler [3] .
In [6] we proved inequalities of Garabedian-Schiffer (["ij) type for pairs of vector functions [4] and presented a throught discussion of these inequalities. The present paper is a continuation of studies presented in [63 and deals with the problem of maximization of certain functionals in the class A of pairs (P,G") not assuming two values. In particular we give corollaries concerning bounded functions, Bieberbaah--Bilenberg ones and Grunsky-Shah functions, not assuming certain values. is equal to zero. Consequently, the images of A through the mappings P and 1/G must fill up, together with the boundaries, the plane C , and since
also the images of A through the mappings F, -F, 1/G, -1/G must fill up, together with the boundaries, the plane C . Since the functions f 1 and g^, f«U) 1 + ez 1 + rz r"' " 1 -e z » ®1 ^ = 1 " xz » In consequence, there do not exist in F(A) distinct points v^, w^ such that w-j Wg = -Vu/v, and there do not exist in G{A) distinct points w^, w 2 such that w -j w 2 = " Vv/n» Suppose that Vü/v i 6 P(A). Then, from the openness of the set F(A), it follows that, for n sufficiently large, 4/-^ _ ^ w 1n = a*P&(*/2+1/n)] , w 2n = -w 1n e P(A).
However, this is impossible since w -jn w 2n ^ ~ Vu/v. Now, suppose that -Vu/v i e P(jA), and put =w^ = w¿ n . Then w£ n £ F(A) and w^nw 2n = " Vu/v, which is also impossible. In* an analogous way, we cheok that 
'vhere
In the case when u/v > 0, equality takes place only for the pairs (F,G) e A n ", where the functions P and G Uy V ( where [£2| = 1 » = -($2-?2) = -2 Im{$2}i. Similarly, we verify that the functions f2 and g2 are, respectively, of the form (24) and (25) also in the remaining cases, i.e., Consequently, for every a 1 , the functions F belong to the one-parameter family, vhere the parameter is a 2 or 7. Estimations of Schjwarz* derivative and two derivative The Sohwarz derivative {h>z} of the funotion h is defined as follows 
